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Abstract. Over the past five years a small number of specific commercial
processes and evolutions to traditional software engineering processes for Web
Engineering have been proposed. The existing Web engineering literature
focuses mainly on techniques and tools that underpin the process of building
Web applications, with little or no focus on the commercial suitability of the
Web Engineering processes themselves. Based on our experience and surveys
of Web engineering in practice, we have defined a set of essential criteria to be
addressed by a commercial Web engineering process. In this paper we present a
systematic evaluation of a sample of commercial Web engineering processes
against these criteria. None of the commercial Web engineering processes
evaluated addresses all the identified criteria. Ultimately to address the criteria
for a Web engineering process there is a need for a different type of process.

1   Introduction

Our experience and that of others suggest that Web engineering requires different
software development processes from traditional software engineering.  From October
until December 2000 we carried out a survey of commercial organisations involved in
Web-based application development [1, 2]. Based on our personal experience, this
survey and other surveys of Web engineering in practice, we have identified seven
characteristics of Web engineering that we believe must be addressed by a Web
engineering processes.  These are support for:

1. Short development life-cycle times
2. Different business models (Business Process Re-engineering)
3. Multidisciplinary development teams
4. Small development teams working in parallel on similar tasks
5. Business Analysis and Evaluation with End-Users
6. Explicit Requirements and rigorous Testing against requirements
7. Maintenance

Koch [3] in her comparative study paper identified several differences between the
development of hypermedia systems and traditional software development. These
included: different developer skills, taking into account aesthetic and cognitive
aspects; augmented user role; and the more important role of the maintenance phase.
She concluded “in particular, some research is needed to improve and test methods
that cover the complete life cycle of hypermedia applications” and argued for better
requirements capture and more focus on validation, verification and testing.
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2 Evaluating Commercial Web Engineering Processes

Over the past five years a small number of specific processes and evolutions to
traditional software engineering processes for Web Engineering have been proposed.
Processes specifically for Web engineering include Collaborative Web Development
[4] and Crystal Orange Web [5]. Evolutions to traditional software engineering
process include extensions to OPEN [6] and to The Rational Unified Process [7].

This section provides a short introduction to each process, followed by a table
describing our analysis of how each of the processes supports our criteria for Web
engineering processes. Each process evaluated is given a rank against each of the
criteria, points 1-7, listed above, indicating how strongly a particular process supports
each criterion under the following scheme: none, weak, partial, strong or very strong.

The Collaborative Web Development (CWD) process [4] is based on Burdman’s
extensive experience of developing Web-based applications.  However, she comes
from a technical and creative writing background and this is strongly reflected in the
process she describes. The CWD process life-cycle is plan-driven, with four phases:
‘Strategy’; ‘Design and Specification’; ‘Production’; and ‘Testing and Launch’. The
communications model proposed is very hierarchical and appears rather heavyweight
for Web-based applications. Table 1 describes our analysis of CWD’s support for the
criteria for a Web Engineering Process.

Table 1. Collaborative Web Development’s support for the Criteria for a Web Engineering
Process

No. Support Comments

1. Partial CWD prohibits any changes being incorporated during the production phase
without cost implications. This approach is only suitable within contracting
projects with fixed requirements.

2. None No support for impact into business and domain models from the software
model.

3. Partial CWD only supports the creative design and development roles, ignoring the
business and domain experts.

4. Weak Team structure is the same regardless of the size of the project and there is no
inter-team communication model for parallel development.

5. Weak There is some support for business analysis in the Strategy phase but a lack of
explicit focus on Evaluation within CWD.

6. Weak The Design and Specification phase, combining requirements and design to
produce a technical specification in CWD is known to be problematic [1, 2].
Conventional testing by development team only.

7. Partial CWD maintenance focus is on software and creative design models, ignores
business and domain models.

Crystal Orange Web (COW) [5] is part of a family of agile processes developed by
Alistair Cockburn. Crystal processes are: “people- and communication-centric”;
intended for development teams that are collocated within the one building and are
not designed for safety critical systems. Crystal methodologies should be adjusted to
fit a particular setting and Crystal Orange Web is an application of the Crystal
methodology used to deliver a Web-based application for eBucks.com. Table 2
describes our analysis of COW’s support for our criteria.
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Table 2. Crystal Orange Web support for the Criteria for a Web Engineering Process

No. Support Comments

1. Strong COW recommends two-week development cycles, with a further
recommendation that “each team must deliver something useful to the public
every four weeks”.

2. Weak COW encourages “business owners” to consider the business processes
required for software failure or errors. However there is no explicit
encouragement to discuss the potential benefits that may be derived by re-
engineering business processes.

3. Strong One of the objectives of COW is that ideally, the programmers, user interface
designers, testers, business owners, marketing experts, et al. should sit in
cross-functional teams.

4. Weak There is an absence of support for concurrent development in COW, although
other Crystal processes show strong support for this criterion.

5. Weak Business analysis involves the business owner writing a business use case and
a system use case brief.  COW does not mention end-user involvement during
the development life-cycle before live delivery of software.

6. Partial Requirements are supported by business analysts producing detailed use cases
and data descriptions. COW emphasises support for testing by the developers.

7. Partial There is no mention of long term maintenance and evolution issues within
COW, the focus is on rapid short-term evolutionary steps.

Web OPEN is based on Object-oriented Process, Environment and Notation (OPEN)
[8], an object-oriented process framework developed and maintained by over thirty
five members of the OPEN Consortium. A recent paper [6] describes how OPEN can
be extended to “fully support the new demands of website construction and the
delivery of business value on the Web”.
In assessing the suitability of Web OPEN we have considered the explicit extensions
to the basic process [6] and also where the extended process depends upon the
foundations of the OPEN process framework. Table 3 describes our analysis of Web
OPEN against our criteria.
There are extensions for Web application development with IBM’s Rational Unified
Process (RUP) [9], a well known plan-driven software process product which is
widely used for the development of object-oriented systems. A Rational white paper
[7] describes how the RUP can be extended for Web-based application development.
This paper “focuses particularly on the front-end of the lifecycle, and how to integrate
the creative design process with the software engineering process of the Rational
Unified Process”.

In assessing the suitability of the extended form of RUP we have considered the
explicit extensions to the basic process [7] and also where the extended process
depends upon the foundations of the RUP process. Table 4 describes our analysis of
how the proposed extensions to RUP support the criteria for a Web Engineering
Process.

3 Conclusions

Using the criteria for the evaluation of Web engineering processes we have evaluated
a number of commercial Web engineering processes using the available literature.
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Table 3. Web OPEN support for the Criteria for a Web Engineering Process

No. Support Comments

1. Weak The OPEN framework requires process engineers to create a process instance
particular to their project or organization. There is therefore a strong
dependency on a skilled process engineer, Cockburn level 3 [5], to ensure that
the process is sufficiently tailored to deal with the time-to-market pressures
experienced in Web engineering. It is unlikely that most Web projects will
have access to such a skilled process engineer.

2. Weak The Web OPEN process does not address impact from software model back
into the business and domain models nor does it not mention business process
re-engineering. The OPEN process framework does however provide a Phase
within the Enterprise Lifecycle known as Business Reengineering.

3. Partial Web OPEN includes the creative design and developer roles but there is no
mention of the business or domain expert roles.

4. None There is no mention of how teams are coordinated or work together within a
large Web engineering project.

5. Partial The OPEN framework includes business modelling but it is not clear how this
relates to business analysis. Web OPEN does not mention an Evaluation
phase or the involvement of end-users during development. However, OPEN
provides a number of work products for Usability Testing, although we could
find no discussion of where, how or when these should be applied in Web
development.

6. Strong OPEN provides a focus on requirements engineering and Web OPEN
provides specific focus on testing through the Web Site Testing Task.

7. Strong There is explicit focus in Web OPEN on a new Activity known as Web Site
Management dealing with the bringing “together of all the issues regarding
the development, maintenance and management of a corporate website which
may or may not include access to back-end transaction processing systems”

Table 4. RUP and extensions support for the Criteria for a Web Engineering Process

No. Support Comments

1. Weak Process is too predictive and heavy weight, requiring the development of a
‘Full Web User Interface prototype’, (six documented deliverables), to be
produced covering all use-cases, before the construction phase. Recommends
re-use of use cases from previous Web projects to address time-to-market.

2. None The impact reflected within the process is from the business and domain
model to the software and creative design models, as opposed to just the
software model as in vanilla RUP. There is no mention of impact back into
the business and domain models from the software model.

3. Partial Focus on the increased visibility of the creative design role when building
Web solutions. There is explicit mention of a wider diversity of stakeholders
required to build Web solutions than in traditional software engineering, but
no integration of these roles into the development process.

4. Weak No mention of parallel activities or coordinating many small teams.

5. Partial RUP includes business modelling workflow before deriving software
requirements. No explicit mention of evaluation with end-users or how to
support this activity within the process.

6. Strong Explicit focus on capture of all types of requirements including functional
(use case model) and non-functional, including those specifically relevant to
the creative design model. The testing element is contained within vanilla
RUP but there is no explicit mention of Web site testing.

7. Partial No explicit mention of maintenance issues. However a number of documented
deliverables are produced within the creative design and software models.

Our analysis shows that Crystal Orange Web is the only process that explicitly
addresses the crucial criterion of short development life cycles. There is clearly a need
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for stronger support for different business models and business process re-
engineering, reflecting impact back from the software model into the business and
domain models. COW is the only process to incorporate the wide range of
development roles required in Web engineering. None of the processes provide a
mechanism to support scalability to a number of small teams working in parallel.
There is a need for stronger focus on addressing the customer community view (end-
users and those impacted by the project deliverables) within commercial Web
engineering processes and particularly end-user participation throughout development
and evaluation.  With respect to requirements, testing and maintenance the extensions
to traditional software engineering processes provide stronger support because of their
software engineering process foundations.

Our original motivation for doing this work was to identify criteria for Web
engineering processes that would underpin our research in developing a new Web
engineering process.  Our work on the Agile Web Engineering (AWE) process has
been described elsewhere [10].  However, we believe that these criteria for evaluating
Web engineering processes are much more widely applicable. Further empirical
evidence will either strengthen or modify our assessment of the essential criteria,
which can then be used to evaluate other Web engineering processes, both
commercial processes and those proposed by other researchers in the field. They can
also be used as the starting point for further research into Web engineering processes.
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